ONE-POINT ACCESS FOR
CLOUD AUTOMATION
AND OPTIMIZATION
Manage your Cloud at scale, ease, and efficiency with
Vega Cloud—a patented Cloud Management Platform
that gives you the ability to connect, automate and
manage new and existing networks, applications, and
other multi-cloud elements from a single location.
Without having to hassle with a bunch of tools.

VISIBILITY
Cloud accounts can get messy, that’s why we let users
organize their workspace in a way that makes sense
to them. Prioritize which accounts you want to keep
an eye on and always know every detail of your Cloud
usage.

SCALE MANAGEMENT
The Vega Platform makes its easy to manage your cloud
infrastructure at scale. Answer basic—yet important
questions like, “Who implemented an expensive
instance yesterday?” or, “How much is my Marketing
and Sales Department using in Cloud resources?” with
just a click of the button. Our API also allows scales
operations as you integrate your Cloud organization to
your own build process.

PARTNERED WITH THE BEST

OPTIMIZATION
Optimize all aspects of your Cloud Infrastructure with
features like Reserved Instance (RI) Management,
Parking, Budgeting & Forecasting, Cost Tracking, and
more.

VEGA CLOUD, INC.
23404 East Mission Avenue, Ste. 231
Liberty Lake, WA 99019

REQUEST A LIVE DEMO

vegacloud.io/demo
Mail: info@vegacloud.io
Web: www.vegacloud.io
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Solely Designed for Optimization

FEATURES
SPACES
Organize your cloud infrastructure the way
you think about your business—not the way

Vega Cloud has automated Cloud optimization at scale, allowing
you to focus on operations and manage your Cloud Infrastructure
more effectively and efficiently.

Amazon or Microsoft thinks about their data
centers.

SATELLITE WORKLOADS
Satellite Workloads allow you to clean up your
resource pool accounts— Cloud accounts that
have multiple workloads within them. Vega
users can easily ring-fence specific resources
as a Satellite Workload and then treat those
as a separate workload even though they are
in a resource pool account with many other
workloads.

ACTIONS
Vega optimizes your infrastructure by allowing
you to perform Actions like Parking and Timed
Instances within your workloads.

Optimize

spend by scheduling when you would like
your workloads to run/stop. You can also set
Spending Limits to help your team stay on
budget.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Whether you manage one account or hundreds,
Vega

simplifies

cloud

management

with

our Recommendations Engine. Vega Cloud
constantly scans your environments looking
for improvement opportunities across security,
performance, reliability, cost, and auditability.

CLOUD DEPLOYMENT
Use your favorite Cloud deployment tool to
deploy templates directly from Vega Cloud. Your
employees avoid using the management console
which makes it easier for you to control budgets
and reduce risk.
GOVERNANCE & AUDIT
Scan your environments for compliance and risk.
Our Recommendations Engine will detect potential
threats and highlight them for remediation before
an audit occurs. All actions are available through
an activity log so that you can send reports to
auditors.
ENVIRONMENTAL OPERATIONS
Satellite Workloads allows you to ring fence Dev &
Test workloads and setup seperate optimization
schedules for them.
The Timed Instance
functionality can also be used to limit cost
exposure on short-term projects.
SERVICE & INTEGRATION
Use our One API to integrate the Vega platform
directly with your IT Service Request process. Get
full access to Spaces and Satellite Workloads to
tailor any integration to your exact needs.
AVAILABILITY MANAGEMENT
Make managing service availability easy with
Vega Cloud’s Optimization Engine. Check for
performance and reliability issues that could
impact available services.
ADVANCED SECURITY
The biggest issue of moving to the public Cloud
is proper configurations. Scan your environments
for common misconfigurations that can cause
security issues with our
Recommendations
Engine.

